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Reading 

A Reflection by Maya Lin 

I was still an undergraduate when my design for the Viet Nam Was Memorial in Washington was 

selected in a national competition and built. After completing the project, I returned to Yale to 

continue my architectural studies.  

…At Yale my professors could not understand why my process was so “irrational.” At one point, 

a professor told me [about my work] “I don’t know how to respond to it. It’s too intuitive.” She 

thought I was deliberately rebelling. I remember her coming to my studio one day and sitting me 

down. “Well Maya,” she said, “you can’t be both. You’ve got to make a choice. Are you going to 

be an architect or an artist?” I didn’t have any idea how to make that choice.  

A little while later, one of my favorite professors came to me. “Maya,” he said, “there’s a word 

you use when you are talking about your architecture and you shouldn’t use it.” That word was 

“play.” My professor considered architecture too serious for the idea of play. That really 

bothered me. … 

I started to think about why I was so disturbed by what my professor said, and I realized that 

“play” was central to how I worked.  

 

Called to Create 

As a child I was never a big fan of playing with dolls. I did like playing school. I liked coloring 

books and new boxes of crayons, which I’d sort and organize. I focused on coloring in the lines 

and trying to keep the tone even. And I really loved connect the dots … lines from 1 to 2 to 3 and 

watching the picture emerge.     

When handed blank piece of paper and crayons, I’d always draw houses. Colorful houses, two 

story houses, and split level houses, like ours. Occasionally I’d go out on a limb and draw a 

ranch house – I’d only seen a few of those. I’d plop a big yellow sun in the corner, some grass, 

and a few trees in the yard. Voila. Picture done.    

One Saturday morning, when I was about eight, my Dad decided my sister and I would enter 

drawings in the neighborhood playground art contest. Maybe we’d win prizes, he enthused. We 

just needed to drop off a picture by 4 p.m. This ended up one of the worst days of my life, or at 

least it felt huge at the time.  

That day I drew house after house. I started picturing others looking at my drawing - comparing 

mine to others. Nothing felt good enough or worth submitting. My houses seemed stupid. Other 
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kids could draw better. I remember crying –actually sobbing, and my Dad’s puzzled (and 

frustrated) look.    

I silently declared myself not good at art. In school, I did the required art projects with little 

enthusiasm. More than just not good at art, I declared myself not creative. My sister could be the 

creative one. I seemed to have enough other skills and moved on. I liked riding bikes, and 

swimming and playing cards.    

If I put signs up in the two corners of this sanctuary – ‘CREATIVE’ and ‘ANALYTICAL’ and 

asked you to quickly place yourself on the spectrum, my guess is most would sort yourselves out. 

There’d likely be some chatter on who is right-brained or left-brained, and a re-confirming of 

which is which, and maybe a few Myers-Briggs personality scale references.     

Some would ask questions, or resist the exercise. Creativity has many dimensions. Where would 

you be?  

When I think of creativity, I think of pairs of ‘improv’ comedians. Presented a scenario and a 

character trait or two, these actors’ impulses flow and together they seamlessly produce 

something fresh and funny (or gross) right on the spot. Some of us improvise in less public 

settings - In the kitchen creating new dishes, or creating amusement on a rainy day (or rainy 

week) at the beach. Maybe you create a services auction and help others find new ways for 

others to bring their gifts to the community – a type of creativity grounded in collaboration and 

organizing. Maybe your most creative moments are when you counsel or advise others. Or when 

you create visual art, build homes, or compose music.  

Creativity is fresh thought or fresh expression – a new perspective being offered to solve a 

problem, or a way to draw others into a fresh perspective. Creativity is not easy to define – a 

‘know it when you see it’ phenomenon.  

Maya Lin, the designer of the Viet Nam Memorial, describes the image that most shaped her as 

an artist. As a child she’d watch her father in his ceramics studio. He’d throw the clay onto the 

wheel, and would stretch the clay up as tall as his arm. At the perfect moment he’d touch the top 

rim in a certain way and the clay would open up to a platter. There is a sense of intuition guiding 

the image - that moment – a muscle memory deep in his soul taking charge.  

On her own creative process as artist and architect, Lin describes, “There I am with the material 

trying to figure out what it is, and it’s trying to tell me what it is. I never assume anything until 

I’ve played with it and let it become what it wants to become.” An unfolding and letting go of 

control as part of the creative process.   

And gardens. Beauty created by those with green thumbs. When I, not having a green thumb, ask 

the creator of a beautiful gardens for suggestions on planting, watering and pruning, the response 

starts with gracious guidance and inevitably includes the phrase, “you just can tell when…”  
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These are ships-passing-in-the-night conversations for me. These gardeners make observations 

beyond conscious knowing. The plant reveals needs; the gardener intuitively acts and learns. Not 

mistake free learning by any means, but an interactive creation. “I just play around” the green-

thumb gardener will tell me. (Ok, yes, a touch of envy here.)    

For Maya Lin, her father, and those with green-thumbs – for them – the creatively gifted - 

trusting their intuition is OK. They can trust.   

But for some of us, at times relying on intuition is uncomfortable. I’ll speak here for a minute on 

behalf of those of us with an ‘analyst’s’ leaning. To operate intuitively, in hopes of a few 

creative moments, without a few binders of validating data, is risky business. Surely, God didn’t 

create Excel spreadsheets by accident. Don’t get me wrong, ‘we’ have our creative and 

spontaneous moments, but deep inside ‘we’ like our rational, deductive conclusions. Results 

arrived at through systemic methodical review, are just more …more logical, more defensible. 

Safer. Predictable. Sort of cozy. (Can I hear it from the analyst’s corner?)   

And ‘we’ things get done carefully, and usually pretty well. Mistakes, at times, to be sure. But 

few out-and-out failures. Reason. Yup, we’ll stand on reason.   

Dean Rieck, an advertising copyrighter, assures us we’re not alone. “Most people like things to 

make sense.” He goes on, “Unfortunately, life is not neat and tidy. There are some things you’ll 

never understand and some problems you’ll never solve. … What I do know is that most great 

creative ideas emerge from a swirl of chaos.”    

In my life, and for the world, I hope for more creative ideas to take hold. For a while now, I’ve 

been trying to scoot over a bit and have my rational, methodical side make room for the creative. 

But how? The ‘how-to’ of being intuitive - an oxy-moron to be sure. As always, the devil is in 

the details. But have faith, there are many paths to creativity.     

Maya Lin finds play is central to her work. She’s got company. 19
th

 century philosopher 

Nietzsche observed, “The struggle of maturity is to recover the seriousness of a child at play.” 

Similarly, Picasso’s version, “Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist 

once we grow up.” There is something uninhibited in a children’s play and actions. Play is about 

finding what amuses us and the focus is enjoyment rather than serious purpose.  

Yet, something that starts getting dampened around age eight or nine, as there in impetus in 

society to conform and fit in. For me, about the age I was for the playground art contest.   

In the book Imagine, Jonah Lehrer looks at the research on creativity and imagination – the 

science of the brain. He notes creative insights most often happen when the brain relaxes in 

unique ways and makes connections – not through deduction, but more spontaneously. He 

explains,   
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“Why is a relaxed state of mind so important for the creative insights? When minds are at 

ease – when the alpha waves are rippling through the brain – we’re more likely to direct the 

spotlight of attention inward, toward the stream of remote associations emanating from the 

right hemisphere. In contrast, when we are diligently focused our attention tends to be 

outward toward the details of the problems we’re trying to solve.” 

While we can’t force a subconscious state and open our imaginations, play and other approaches 

set the stage.    

Joydeep Bhattacharya, a psychologist at University of London, finds insights often happen 

during warm showers. “For most people, it’s the most relaxing part of the day.” In this time of 

reduced input from email and other sources and massaged by warm water, he sees, “we’re finally 

able to hear the quiet voices in the backs of our heads telling us about the insight. The answers 

have been there all along – we just weren’t listening.”  

In effect, a spiritual practice of deep listening.  

In these times of receptiveness, bold associations might happen. Oddly, it’s not about blocking 

out distractions, but about being open to distractions in a unique way. Creative ideas are likely 

when we’re open to new ideas, especially open to ideas looking the least worthy. Have you ever 

been in that sort of daydreaming state, and had a “now I get it moment.” Or a sense, “It’s finally 

clear.” When not thinking about the problem, the insight comes. Usually it’s something we’ve 

noodled on for a while – and an aah-ha moment as our conscious and subconscious selves have a 

little fun connecting with one another.      

But for some, especially those of us focused on coloring inside the lines, there is a sense of risk 

in taking our eye off the ball – of dropping our logical flow as we work on the solution. We fear 

looking bad. Being open to creative thought and intuition does take courage.   

As I began seminary, my process was pretty darn deliberate. Working through theological 

questions, a dozen books and detailed notes spread around me. I was pretty sure the creative, 

intuitive folks (and I was pretty sure could spot them…) had a continual, easy flow of rich ideas 

popping into their head and onto paper, landing in perfect prose. My friends who are visual 

artists share that outsiders see the product, and don’t see the discipline and perseverance in their 

work. They often collaborate with peers, sharing the imperfect. They wrestle with what might 

need to be revealed.   

In time I started to see myself as creative, or at least growing in my creativity. I was connecting 

dots in more original ways. It wasn’t easier. There were still late nights, but I was more in touch 

with my insights. I remember margin note from a seasoned professor, who commented on my 

paper, “I’d never thought of that.” I know she’d assigned the Psalms passage for years. I danced. 

I sensed I was making room for the unexpected come forward, and the clutter to recede.   
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Remember our earlier virtual sorting – CREATIVE types in one corner of the sanctuary, 

ANALYTICAL in another.  

In community, it’s a reminder of our different approaches to issues. While being in corners is a 

forced-choice exercise, that may label, limit and discourage, it also is an honest picture of the 

varied approaches to problem solving, and offering new perspectives. In this faith community we 

affirm our welcome of difference – we come with different styles and approaches. We come to 

encourage one another as creativity emerges in many ways.  

If I hadn’t been standing up here, where on the spectrum would I have gone? 

I appreciate order, and the methodical working through of challenges. It’s who I am at my core. 

And I am also creative – gaining courage to trust intuition, and see my ways of collaborating as 

creative. Standing in the middle doesn’t feel right. It’s a case of the ‘both/and’ for me, and not 

‘either/or.’ For me, it’s not creativity at the expense of deductive reasoning, but a widening of 

possibilities and approaches to meet various situations. At times in one corner, at times in the 

other.  

What I do know is being both at the same time does not work – not creative and analytical at the 

same moment. My creative self – in gear, mind relaxed, generating ideas, open to new ideas, and 

exploring associations, can be easily crushed by the analyst in me jumping in and judging too 

quickly. There is broad consensus that a killer of original, creative thought is evaluative and 

comparative judgment. Eventually there does need to be discernment in the creative process; but 

once assessment begins, there is little space for the intuitive inclination to develop.    

We all come into this life equipped with imaginations – ready to create – to be creative. Our 

imaginations can lead down creative paths – can help us dream of what might be. Our 

imaginations help us step into the shoes of another – offering the potential for greater 

compassion. Our imaginations lead us to creative solutions that go beyond ‘us’ or ‘them.’   

A very basic part of being creative is to begin. ‘Improv’ actors immediately begin to physically 

move to get a fresh perspective. Write. Draw. Color. Make that first call for a project. Our gifts 

of creativity are needed in their many forms.   

May we be open to the unfolding of fresh ideas. May we have the courage to share our creative 

selves with one another and with the greater world.   

 

May It Be So 

 


